Individual learning (e.g., trial-and-error) and social learning (e.g., imitation) are alternative ways of acquiring and expressing the appropriate phenotype in an environment. The optimal choice between using individual learning and/or social learning may be dictated by the life-stage or age of an organism. Of special interest is a learning schedule in which social learning precedes individual learning, because such a schedule is apparently a necessary condition for cumulative culture. Assuming two obligatory learning stages per discrete generation, we obtain the evolutionarily stable learning schedules for the three situations where the environment is constant, fluctuates between generations, or fluctuates within generations. During each learning stage, we assume that an organism may target the optimal phenotype in the current environment by individual learning, and/or the mature phenotype of the previous generation by oblique social learning. In the absence of exogenous costs to learning, the evolutionarily stable learning schedules are predicted to be either pure social learning followed by pure individual learning (''bang-bang'' control) or pure individual learning at both stages (''flat'' control). Moreover, we find for each situation that the evolutionarily stable learning schedule is also the one that optimizes the learned phenotype at equilibrium.
a b s t r a c t
Individual learning (e.g., trial-and-error) and social learning (e.g., imitation) are alternative ways of acquiring and expressing the appropriate phenotype in an environment. The optimal choice between using individual learning and/or social learning may be dictated by the life-stage or age of an organism. Of special interest is a learning schedule in which social learning precedes individual learning, because such a schedule is apparently a necessary condition for cumulative culture. Assuming two obligatory learning stages per discrete generation, we obtain the evolutionarily stable learning schedules for the three situations where the environment is constant, fluctuates between generations, or fluctuates within generations. During each learning stage, we assume that an organism may target the optimal phenotype in the current environment by individual learning, and/or the mature phenotype of the previous generation by oblique social learning. In the absence of exogenous costs to learning, the evolutionarily stable learning schedules are predicted to be either pure social learning followed by pure individual learning (''bang-bang'' control) or pure individual learning at both stages (''flat'' control). Moreover, we find for each situation that the evolutionarily stable learning schedule is also the one that optimizes the learned phenotype at equilibrium.
Introduction
Individual learning (IL; learning by oneself, e.g., by trial-anderror) and social learning (SL; learning from others, e.g., by imitation) are alternative ways of acquiring and expressing the appropriate phenotype in an environment (Galef, 1988; Whiten and Ham, 1992; Heyes, 1993) . The two terms are roughly synonymous with producing and scrounging, respectively (Barnard and Sibly, 1981; Giraldeau et al., 1994; Laland, 2004; Arbilly et al., 2010 Arbilly et al., , 2011 . Both IL and SL are widely distributed among insects, fish, birds, and mammals (Dugatkin, 2004) . For example, honeybee workers can search independently (use IL) or follow waggle dances (use SL) to find food (Leadbeater and Chittka, 2007) . Similarly, primates can devise novel solutions to the problems they face during their lifetime (IL) or copy extant solutions from others in the population (SL; e.g., Dugatkin, 2004) .
Since learning is costly in time or energy, organisms are often subject to a trade-off between IL and SL. This raises the question of when an organism should copy others (use SL) rather than directly sample the environment (use IL). Laland (2004) suggests * Corresponding author.
E-mail address: kenaoki@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp (K. Aoki). three relevant contexts (when an organism should use SL): (1) copy when established behavior (innate or otherwise) is unproductive, (2) copy when IL is costly, (3) copy when uncertain. To this list of ''when'' situations we wish to add a fourth possibility. Namely, the optimal choice between IL and SL may be dictated by the life-stage or age of an organism. Put another way, natural selection may favor certain broad developmental patterns in the differential use of IL and SL, with regard to phenotypes that may take a long time to be acquired.
There are few, if any, definitive empirical studies that bear on the ontogeny of IL versus SL with which to motivate such a proposal. First, in a comparative survey of the primate literature, Reader and Laland (2001) found that the reported incidence of innovations is higher in adults than non-adults, given the relative proportions of these groups. This observation suggests that as primates mature, they are more likely to rely on IL in an absolute sense and perhaps relative to SL as well. Second, in a study of honeybee workers throughout their foraging careers, Biesmeijer and Seeley (2005) noted that a novice forager is more likely than an experienced forager to use the information from waggle dances to guide her search (being recruited) than to search independently (scouting). (Clearly, factors such as availability of food sources also affect the division of labor between recruits and scouts, Beekman et al., 2007.) These studies imply that primates and honeybees may depend more on SL early in ontogeny and more on IL later. Third, Biondi et al. (2010a,b) compared the SL and IL proficiencies of juvenile and adult raptors (Milvago chimango), finding that juveniles were better than adults at learning from demonstrators (SL). However, they also discovered the same tendency for problem-solving (IL). Fourth, Cole et al. (2011) compared problemsolving (IL) abilities in juvenile and adult great tits, but did not observe a statistically significant main effect of age. Hence, these latter studies provide no evidence for a differential life-stage dependence on IL and SL.
SL by the waggle dance results in the (usually) horizontal transfer between honeybee workers of information regarding ephemeral food sources. As such, the information is only transiently useful and does not contribute to the formation of traditions (Leadbeater and Chittka, 2007) . Arguably, it is the transmission of relatively stable behaviors across generations by vertical and/or oblique SL that is of greater interest. Moreover, in organisms where there is a transfer of information across generations, cumulative culture becomes a possibility (Tomasello, 1999; Tennie et al., 2009) . Cumulative culture can only occur if organisms are equipped with the ability to accurately absorb the extant culturecomplete accuracy is however not required (see Fig. 2 )-and then to build on it. In other words, a necessary but not sufficient condition is that organisms use a composite learning strategy in which SL precedes IL (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Enquist et al., 2007; Borenstein et al., 2008; Aoki, 2010) . Although cumulative culture supported by this ordering of SL and IL may explain the ecological success of modern humans, it is not clear under what conditions such a learning schedule might have evolved (if indeed it did).
According to Vygotsky (1978, p. 86) , (human) children can do some things under an adult's guidance (by SL) that they cannot do on their own (by IL) until a few years later (''zone of proximal development''). More recently, Striano et al. (2001) conducted experiments in which small children 2, 2.5, and 3 years old were tested for their ability to pretend play (e.g., making a carrot walk on the floor like a man). Observations were made on whether the children reproduced the actions shown to them by an adult experimenter or creatively produced novel actions not previously demonstrated during the experiment. Striano et al. (2001) showed that the proportion of novel actions as opposed to imitative actions increases with age, which suggests that reliance on IL versus SL also increases with age. An alternative interpretation is that older children have had more exposure to various kinds of pretend play outside the laboratory, and hence that actions coded as novel may in fact be ''deferred imitation'' (Striano et al., 2001) .
In a review of hunter-gatherer diet and their possible consequences for human life history evolution, Kaplan et al. (2000) describe how hunter-gatherers utilize nutrient-dense, difficultto-acquire foods such as roots, honey, and vertebrate meat. As a result, naive children produce little food on their own and require a long developmental period during which the necessary extraction and/or hunting skills can be learned. For example, in the case of vertebrate meat, which is procured by males, maximum productivity is attained only in middle age. Their data suggest that a long-term ''apprenticeship'' (i.e., SL) and much ''practice'' (i.e., trial-and-error IL) , perhaps occurring in this order, are required before a member of hunter-gatherer society can be self-sufficient and moreover produce a surplus to support his/her offspring. The gradual improvement of foraging skills by learning is also seen in nonhuman primates (e.g., Gunst et al., 2010) .
In this paper we obtain evolutionary predictions on the scheduling of IL and SL. We describe and analyze mathematical models for the scheduling of IL and SL, where an organism must learn a continuous phenotype, which has an optimal expression that depends on the current environment. An organism is assumed to experience two obligatory learning opportunities (which we call stage 0 and stage 1 learning) per discrete generation. During each stage, it may apply IL which allows it to track (the changes in) the environment, oblique SL which allows it to access the information possessed by the previous generation, or a mixture of the two with complementary weights (see below). The phenotype resulting from the two-stage cumulative learning process during the lifespan of an organism determines its fitness.
Previous analytical models have made the following restrictive assumptions: (1) an organism may use a mixed strategy, but there is only one opportunity for learning (e.g., Boyd and Richerson, 1988; Feldman et al., 1996; Wakano and Aoki, 2006) , or the learning schedule is the same across multiple learning stages (Lehmann et al., 2010) ; (2) a strategy with two learning stages is recognized, but the organism is compelled to use either pure IL or pure SL during each stage (e.g., Boyd and Richerson, 1985 , Enquist et al., 2007 , Borenstein et al., 2008 and Aoki, 2010 ; (3) time constraints on learning are ignored such that composite strategies in which IL and SL are applied sequentially compete directly with simple ''one-shot'' strategies using only pure IL or pure SL (e.g., Enquist et al., 2007 , Borenstein et al., 2008 and Aoki, 2010 .
Using the theory of evolutionarily stable (ES) strategies (Maynard Smith, 1982) , we identify the ES learning schedules for the three situations (models) where the environment is constant, fluctuates between generations, or fluctuates within generations. Environmental variability is known theoretically to be an important factor in the evolution of learning (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Rogers, 1988; Feldman et al., 1996) . In the absence of exogenous costs to either IL or SL, we find that the ES learning schedule is either pure SL followed by pure IL (''bang-bang'' control, Sydsaeter et al., 2008) , or pure IL at both stages (we use the descriptive neologism ''flat'' control).
In evolutionary games between unrelated individuals, each organism ''tries'' to maximize its personal fitness, with the consequence that the mean fitness or ''efficiency'' of the population is not necessarily maximized. In our case, if all organisms in a panmictic population adopt an ES learning schedule in which SL precedes IL, cumulative cultural evolution may or may not result in a phenotype that most closely approaches the optimal phenotype in the given environment, and population fitness will be maximized only if it does. Hence, for the three models, we consider whether the ES learning schedule is also the one that ''optimizes'' the learned phenotype at equilibrium.
Models and mathematical analyses

Overview
We consider a panmictic population of infinite size with asexual organisms that are semelparous. Generations overlap only insofar as oblique SL occurs. We assume that organisms can obtain information about the environment, or possible responses to that environment, directly by individual learning (IL) and/or indirectly by social learning (SL). This information is then expressed as the phenotype, which is assumed to vary continuously.
The phenotypes that we have in mind are those that are usually regarded as being acquired and expressed by learning, such as the choice of food by rats (e.g., Aisner and Terkel, 1992) , the quantity of food foraged by some primates (e.g., Kaplan et al., 2000 and Gunst et al., 2010) , the length of a stone artifact (e.g., Lycett and Gowlett, 2008) , or canoe design features (e.g., Rogers and Ehrlich, 2008) . Of these, the second, third, and (some of the) fourth are clearly continuous phenotypes. We specifically wish to understand the evolution of learning schedules in the (many) species where IL and SL are already well-established. As such, we ignore the possibility that the phenotype may be innately determined.
The phenotype of a naive newborn before any learning occurs will be called the ''initial phenotype'' and is set to 0. This requires that the continuous scale on which the phenotype is measured be suitably transformed. We use the terms information and phenotype synonymously. There are two learning opportunities per generation (stage 0 and stage 1 learning), during each of which an organism can use either IL or SL or a mixture of the two to update its phenotype. Learning strategies, which are genetically determined, assign weights (between 0 and 1) to the information gathered by IL and by SL during each stage. We refer to the phenotype after stage 0 learning as the ''intermediate phenotype'' and the phenotype after stage 1 learning as the ''mature phenotype''. With each learning strategy are associated one intermediate phenotype and one mature phenotype that are expressed sequentially. Weights should not be confused with probabilities in a mixed strategy that determine which phenotype among multiple alternatives is expressed at any one time. Only the mature phenotype contributes to fitness. Post-learning organisms reproduce in proportion to their fitness (fertility selection) and survive to serve as exemplars (cultural parents) for the next generation.
The target for IL is the optimal phenotype in the current state of the environment, which may fluctuate within or between generations. The target for SL is always the mature phenotype of the previous generation if the population is genetically monomorphic, or the population mean of the mature phenotypes if more than one learning strategy is segregating. The efficiencies of IL and SL during stage i learning are α i and β i (i = 0, 1), respectively, where efficiency is defined as the proportional reduction in the deviation from the target and assumed to be the same for all learning strategies. We assume 0 < α i , β i < 1 (i = 0, 1), which entails that the mature phenotype approaches but never converges to the optimal phenotype (see Eqs. (5), (13) and (19)).
Our model is a generalization, in some respects, of the ''guided variation'' model proposed by Boyd and Richerson (1985) . The recursions detailed below are in standard use in the modeling of the social transmission of continuous phenotypes (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981) , and hence in the evolutionary theory of learning.
Constant environment
Denote the optimal phenotype by z * , which is a positive constant, and the mature phenotype of the resident (wild-type) strategy (schedule) in generation t by z t . This strategy assigns weight u i (the control) to IL and complementary weight 1 − u i to SL during stage i learning, where 0 ≤ u i ≤ 1 (i = 0, 1). We assume that, during each learning stage, the incremental change in the phenotype due to learning is proportional to the distance between the current phenotype and the target phenotype, which is z * for IL and the mature phenotype of the previous generation for SL. The constants of proportionality are the efficiencies of learning,
i.e., α i and β i (i = 0, 1).
Since the initial phenotype is set to 0, pure IL would produce the phenotype α 0 z * during stage 0 of generation t + 1, whereas pure SL would yield the phenotype β 0 z t . Hence, taking the weights in consideration, we have the intermediate phenotype
On further applying pure IL or pure SL during stage 1, the incremental changes in the phenotype would be α 1 (z * − z int t+1 ) and β 1 (z t − z int t+1 ), respectively. Thus, the mature phenotype is
See Fig. 1 for a schematic diagram illustrating the process described here. Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), the recursion in the mature phenotype across generations can be written as
where
At equilibrium,
where 0 < A < 1 and 0 < B < 1. The two panels in Fig. 2 illustrate the approach to equilibrium during the first five generations for two different sets of weights. Next introduce a rare mutant strategy of small effect into the population of resident strategists at the equilibrium defined by Eq. (5). We assume that only two learning strategies, the resident and the mutant, can simultaneously segregate in the population. We assume that the mature phenotype determines the fitness of an organism, where deviations from the optimal phenotype, z * , are penalized. Explicitly, we write the objective function as
which is Gaussian with intensity of selection parameter w. Smith, 1982) . Set
which represent the selection gradients on the mutant control for stage 0 and stage 1 learning, respectively. The partial derivatives in Eq. (8) From Eqs. (7) and (8) we then have
where we have used z
It can readily be shown that
Inequality 10 entails that the sign of s i will be identical to the sign
(we drop the subscripts for brevity).
Computing the latter, we obtain
and
Clearly the right hand side and the coefficient of 
Thus, the ES control for stage 0 learning is u * 0 = 0 when inequality (11c) is satisfied (α 0 small, β 0 large, α 1 large) and u * 0 = 1 when this inequality is reversed (α 0 large, β 0 small, α 1 small) ( Fig. 3 and Table 1 ).
We have shown that either u *
Since the selection gradients do not vanish at these points, we need not calculate the second order derivatives. Eq. (6) entails an approximation, which might seem to neglect the dynamic interaction between cultural (mature phenotype) and genetic (frequency of mutant strategy) evolution. However, a more detailed analysis given in Appendix A shows that the selection gradients (defined by Eqs. (6)- (8)) provide the first order effect on mutant frequency change at all frequencies and therefore that, by repeated invasions of mutant strategies of small effect, the evolutionary dynamics of the controls will converge to either u *
Environment fluctuates between generations (with period 2)
Let the environment fluctuate between generations with period 2, such that the optimal phenotype is z * > 0 in generation t, −z * < 0 in generation t + 1, z * again in generation t + 2, etc. As before, we set the initial phenotype to 0. Unlike the case of the constant environment, however, this choice of the initial phenotype relative to the optimal phenotypes entails a special assumption regarding the phenotypic scale. For example, we must exclude the case where the optimal phenotypes in the two environments deviate from the initial phenotype in the same direction. For this model, the recursion in the mature phenotype of the resident strategy is etc. Hence, there is a periodic equilibrium wherê
and m . In the fluctuating environment of period two, the objective function can be defined as the geometric mean of Eq. (7) at two consecutive generations. Hence, recalling that the optimal phenotype is z * and −z * in generations t and t + 1, respectively, the objective function is approximately
which is identical to Eq. (7). The selection gradients on the mutant control for stage 0 and stage 1 learning are given by Eqs. (8) and (9), where we substituteẑ + forẑ in the latter. As in the constant environment case, these selection gradients provide (up to a constant of proportionality) the first order effects of selection at all frequencies of the mutant strategy (Appendix B). Also as in the constant environment case, we find
Moreover,
The right hand sides and coefficients in Eqs. (16a) and (16b) are both clearly positive. Hence, noting inequality (15), we conclude that the ES control is u * 0 = u * 1 = 1. In this case, learning should be entirely by IL (Table 1) .
Environment fluctuates within generations (with period 2)
Assume that the optimal phenotype is −z * < 0 during stage 0 learning but shifts to z * > 0 during stage 1 learning. The initial phenotype is assumed to be 0. Then, the recursion in the mature phenotype of the resident strategy is
where A is given by Eq. (4a) and
At equilibrium
For the rare mutant strategy, we have approximately (4a) and (18), respectively. The selection gradients on the mutant control are again given by Eqs. (8) and (9) (whereẑ satisfies Eq. (19)). As before, we can show
Moreover, (Table 1) .
Evolutionarily stability and optimality
We show here that the ES learning schedule in each of the three models results in the equilibrium value of the mature phenotype that most closely approaches the optimal phenotype in the given environment.
For the model of the constant environment (Section 2.2), the optimal phenotype is z * > 0, and hence we need to show that z (which is <z * from Eq. (10)) is maximized on the ES learning schedule. To do so, we regardẑ in Eq. (5) as a function of u 0 and u 1 , and take partial derivatives. We can show that ∂ẑ ∂u 1 > 0 always holds and that ∂ẑ ∂u 0
by the same calculations used to obtain Eqs. (11a) and (11b). Note that the constant in square brackets in the numerator of Eq. (23), which determines the sign of this equation, is identical to the diagnostic quantity in inequality (11c). Hence, when inequality (11c) is satisfied (i.e., when Eq. (23) is negative), we conclude that smaller values of u 0 (i.e., a greater reliance on SL) result in values ofẑ that are closer to the optimal phenotype, and more specifically that u 0 = 0, u 1 = 1 maximizesẑ. In this case, we have from
Similarly, u 0 = 1, u 1 = 1 maximizesẑ when this inequality is reversed, in which casê
Thus, the model under consideration has the property that the ES learning schedule optimizes the mature phenotype at equilibrium. Next, for the model of environmental fluctuations between generations (Section 2.3), we have > 0 so that u 0 = 0, u 1 = 1, corresponding to the ES learning schedule, results in the mature phenotype at equilibrium that is closest to the optimal phenotype z * > 0.
Discussion
This paper addresses the following question: when an organism has several opportunities for IL and SL during its lifetime, what is the evolutionarily stable (ES) schedule of IL and SL as a function of life-stage (or age)? More specifically, we have analyzed a model where an organism has two obligatory learning opportunities (stage 0 and stage 1), at each of which it can apply IL or oblique SL or a mixture of the two to acquire information about, or the appropriate response to, the environment. Fitness is determined by the mature phenotype resulting from this two-stage cumulative learning process (Section 2.1 for details), but since the mature phenotype to be learned is assumed to vary continuously (e.g., the quantity of food foraged, the length of a stone artifact) and an organism can learn from the parental generation (oblique SL), our model incorporates the possibility that the mature phenotype can change cumulatively over several generations ( Fig. 2 ; Section 2.2 for details).
We then asked what the ES weights (controls) are for IL and SL at each of the two learning stages under this model. In the absence of exogenous costs to either IL or SL, we have found that the ES controls can only take the values 0 or 1, and that the ES learning schedules maximize the mature phenotype at equilibrium (see Section 3). Specifically, in a constant environment the ES learning schedule is either pure SL followed by pure IL (bang-bang control) or pure IL at both stages (flat control), depending on the efficiencies of IL and SL at both stages (except the efficiency of SL at stage 1). With environmental fluctuations between or within generations, the ES learning schedules are unaffected by these efficiencies. They are flat control and bang-bang control, respectively. As summarized in Table 1 , pure SL followed by pure IL -the learning schedule supportive of cumulative cultureis ES when the environment is constant (and the efficiencies of learning satisfy inequality (11c)) or when the environment fluctuates within generations.
Previous studies incorporating two opportunities for learning per generation have arbitrarily assumed that an organism can apply pure IL or pure SL during each stage, but not a mixture of the two (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Enquist et al., 2007; Borenstein et al., 2008; Aoki, 2010) . It is interesting that our analyses, proceeding from fairly general assumptions regarding the controls, predict that the ES weights, in the absence of exogenous costs to learning, will take only the values 0 (pure SL) or 1 (pure IL). Hence, our results provide some justification for the arbitrary assumption made in these earlier studies. On the other hand, our results rule out a learning schedule in which pure IL is followed by pure SL, with once again the caveat that we have ignored the exogenous costs. This timing of pure IL followed by pure SL, which is rejected by our analyses, is found in ''conditional social learning'' (Enquist et al., 2007) . However, Enquist et al. (2007) consider conditional social learning to be an inferior strategy compared to ''critical social learning'', which posits pure SL followed by pure IL, when the relative magnitudes of the exogenous costs of IL and SL are taken into account. Boyd and Richerson (1988) have also described a strategy in which IL can be interpreted as occurring before SL (i.e., resort to SL when IL proves indecisive). However, this strategy is mathematically equivalent to a mixed strategy with only one opportunity for learning (Wakano and Aoki, 2007) .
We note another difference between the composite strategies envisioned by Enquist et al. (2007) and by us (see also Borenstein et al., 2008 and Aoki, 2010) . Conditional social learning and critical social learning are both conditional strategies in that an organism proceeds to stage 1 learning only when the solution obtained by stage 0 learning is unsatisfactory. By contrast, the two-stage learning process in our models is obligatory.
Recall that the efficiency of learning is defined as the proportional reduction in the deviation from the target. In a constant environment, bang-bang control (pure SL followed by pure IL) is more likely to be favored when the efficiencies of SL in stage 0 and IL in stage 1 are both high (and the efficiency of IL in stage 0 is low) (Fig. 3) . This result may be felt to be intuitively reasonable, but entails that flat control (pure IL at both stages) is more likely to be favored when the efficiency of IL in stage 1 is low. We believe the reason for this latter, perhaps counterintuitive, result is that the mature phenotype at equilibrium will be far from optimal in this case, so that it is better for the next generation to avoid using SL to target the mature phenotype of the previous generation. In either case, the ES control in stage 1 is pure IL, which apparently contradicts the consensus view -derived from models allowing for only one learning opportunity during the lifespan of an organism -that IL is disadvantaged in a constant environment (Aoki et al., 2005 and Wakano et al., 2004 ; but see Enquist et al., 2007) .
That the ES learning schedule should be flat control when the environment fluctuates between generations is consistent with previous work by Feldman et al. (1996) , which examined the effect of environmental periodicity on the probabilities of using IL or SL in a mixed strategy model. In a model with one learning opportunity per generation, Feldman et al. (1996) showed that in the extreme case of period 2 (corresponding to our model), the pure IL strategy would be evolutionarily stable (see also Richerson, 1985 and Rogers, 1988) . On the other hand, a mixed strategy of both IL and SL was predicted when environmental changes occurred less frequently. We expect that, if we extend our model by incorporating longer environmental periodicities, we will see a transition in the ES learning schedule between flat control and bang-bang control as the period of environmental change increases (for values of the efficiencies of learning satisfying inequality (11c)). In addition, we believe that the generality of our results are unlikely to be compromised by the assumption of a periodic environment with two states. Feldman et al. (1996) and Aoki et al. (2005) have shown that environmental change, whether periodic or random, and whether occurring between two or an infinite number of states, have qualitatively similar consequences for the evolution of learning strategies.
When the environment fluctuates within generations, we find that the ES learning schedule is bang-bang control (pure SL followed by pure IL). That IL should be avoided during stage 0 may also be felt to be intuitively reasonable, since the optimal phenotype changes between stage 0 and stage 1, and an organism using IL to track the environment during stage 0 would be ''on a wild goose chase''. A related result has been obtained by Aoki (2010) , who showed in a model with spatial environmental heterogeneity that the learning strategy of SL followed by IL can evolve if migration occurs, at a relatively high rate, after SL but before IL. In this case, a large fraction -but less than half -of the organisms migrate and thus experience different environments during SL and IL. Thus, bang-bang control is found to be the ES schedule when there are two learning stages per generation and the environment changes either temporally or spatially between the two stages.
However, the generality of this prediction -SL is used early in ontogeny and IL later in life -may be questionable, possibly depending on our assumption of two learning opportunities per generation. The conditions for the evolution of bang-bang control, when the environment fluctuates within generations, may in fact be more restrictive. If there are three learning opportunities, for example, such that the optimal phenotype fluctuates as −z * , z * , −z * in one generation and z * , −z * , z * in the next, it is not clear what the ES learning schedule would be. Clearly, this model needs to be pursued in greater detail and generality. The model of environmental fluctuations within generations has points in common with foraging models that posit spatial and temporal variation in food availability within the lifetime of an organism. Building on the concept of encounter stochasticity (the number of food items encountered by an organism is a random variable; Eliassen et al., 2009 ), Arbilly et al. (2011 (see also Arbilly et al., 2010) argue that (horizontal) SL may be selected for over IL when the best foods are also the least likely to find. Our analysis agrees in showing that the ES learning schedule includes SL when environmental changes occur within generations. This is in contrast to the effect of frequent environmental changes between generations, which has been shown in numerous studies to favor IL.
However, SL in previous models is often synonymous with information ''scrounging'', as organisms adopting this strategy do not contribute to the production of information and exploit producers (IL). By contrast, a learning schedule in which oblique SL precedes IL allows for the possibility that information possessed by past generations can be acquired by SL, which can then be further improved by IL. In particular, when pure SL is the ES control for stage 0 learning (u * 0 = 0, u * 1 = 1), even the partial use of SL allows for an improvement in the quality of information gathered by an organism over the two learning stages, and effectively leads to cumulative cultural evolution (the ratchet effect; Fig. 2) . Here, SL is no longer simply synonymous with information scrounging, but connotes information ''enhancing'' as well (Section 3).
So far we have ignored the exogenous costs that may be associated with IL and/or SL. For example, the resources required for the development and maintenance of the neural substrate for learning, and the attention diverted from predators during learning may generate costs, which are to be distinguished from the endogenous costs of missing the target. Exogenous costs can be incorporated into our models by multiplying the objective function Eq. (7) . In other words, the ES learning schedule may entail a partial reliance on SL and IL at either or both stages, which is perhaps more consonant with actual learning behavior.
Another type of exogenous cost may derive from the requirement of additional memory or processing power for learning schedules with intermediate weights (0 < u 0 < 1 and/or 0 < u 1 < 1) implied by our model. Hence, we expect a priori that learning schedules with intermediate weights are less likely to be ES. Interestingly, such schedules were found not to be ES even when such an exogenous cost was ignored.
The learning schedule in which pure SL and pure IL occur in this order has variously been called guided variation (Boyd and Richerson, 1985) , critical social learning (Enquist et al., 2007) , and ''social-learner-explorer'' (Borenstein et al., 2008; Aoki, 2010) . It is arguably one of the few plausible learning strategies supportive of cumulative culture. We find that this learning schedule can be ES when the environment is constant, provided the efficiency of SL is high during stage 0 learning, as inequality (11c) is more likely to be satisfied for large β 0 (Fig. 3) . In addition, we observe a ''non-monotone'' dependence on the efficiencies of IL, where α 0 and α 1 have opposite effects in inequality (11c). These predictions are entirely consistent with the conditions for critical social learning to be ES, which Enquist et al. (2007) state as ''less environmental changes and more faithful cultural transmission''. Moreover, ''increasing the probability of finding an OK solution through individual learning . . . first favors and then slightly disfavors critical social learning''. Enquist et al. (2007) do not address the case of environmental fluctuations within generations, so that a comparison is not possible.
In closing, we emphasize the restrictive nature of some of our simplifying assumptions, which may affect the generality of our conclusions. First, the learning strategies considered here can each express only one mature phenotype, whereas it may be more pertinent to allow for mixed strategies. Second, we assumed two learning opportunities per generation, with possible repercussions as already mentioned particularly in the case where the environment fluctuates within generations. Third, we set the initial phenotype at halfway between the two optimal phenotypes when the environment fluctuates between or within generations, which entails a special assumption regarding the phenotypic scale. Fourth, future work should incorporate the possibility that the ontogeny of learning may by contingent on the learning experience itself.
While acknowledging these limitations, we feel that our paper contributes to the evolutionary theory of learning. It does so by providing a framework for investigating the broad developmental patterns in the differential use of individual learning and social learning that may be favored by natural selection under various regimes of environmental change. 
Appendix B. Justification of the use of Eq. (14c)
We give a population genetic justification for the approximation used in the model of environmental fluctuations between generations. Following the convention of Section 2.3, the optimal phenotype is z * > 0 in generation t, −z * < 0 in generation t + 1, etc. We denote by
the objective function when the optimal phenotype is z * , and by
the objective function when the optimal phenotype is −z * .
Then, using Eq. (A.8) with G + (x) instead of G(x), the change in the frequency of the mutant strategy from generation t to t + 1 can be written to first order in δ as q t+1 = q t + δq t (1 − q t )S Likewise, to first order in δ, the change in the mutant frequency from generation t +1 (when the optimal phenotype is −z * ) to t +2
can be written as 
